If you like...

James Patterson

you might like ...

**The Bone Collector** by Jeffery Deaver (MYST DEAVER, J.)

Once the nation’s foremost criminologist and the ex-head of NYDP forensics, quadriplegic Lincoln Rhyme abandons his forced retirement and joins forces with rookie cop Amelia Sachs to track down a vicious serial killer.

**A Bold Fresh Piece of Humanity** by Bill O’Reilly (070.92 ORE)

**The Risk Agent** by Ridley Pearson (FIC Pearson, R.)

When a Chinese National working for an American-owned construction company is grabbed off the streets of Shanghai in broad daylight and his one-man security detail goes missing, the security firm Rutherford Risk hires two unique outsiders to locate the two hostages ahead of the deadline.

**Rules of Prey** by John Sandford (PB Sandford, J.)

Lieutenant Lucas davenport is determined to track down a diabolically clever serial killer who leads a double life, carefully picks out his female victims, and taunts the police with notes signed “Maddog.”

**Third Degree** by Greg Iles (FIC Iles, G.)

**Moriarty** by Anthony Horowitz (MYST Horowitz, A.)

Days after the encounter at the Swiss waterfall that claimed the lives of Sherlock Holmes and criminal mastermind Professor Moriarty, Pinkerton detective agent Frederick Chase and Scotland Yard Inspector Athelney Jones, a devoted student of Holmes’s methods of investigation and deduction, must track down a sinister figure who is determined to stake his claim as Moriarty’s successor.

**I’ve Got My Eyes on You** by Mary Higgins Clark (MYST Clark, M.)

**The King of Lies** by John Hart (FIC Hart, J.)

**The Drop** by Michael Connelly (MYST Connelly, M.)

**Parkland** by Vincent Bugliosi (973.922 BUG)

An analysis of JFK’s assassination and its surrounding conspiracy theories draws on forensic evidence, key witness testimonies, and other sources to explain what really happened and why conspiracy theories have become so popularized.

**Thunderstruck** by Erik Lawson (364.1523 LAR)

**Blood & Ivy: The 1849 Murder that Scandalized Harvard** by Paul Collins (364.152 COL)